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LCP10 4G ID Card Portable GPS Tracker was designed for everyone who performs activity mainly 

outdoor without a closed or directing supervisor. It is  a personal tracker worthy of buying and 

daily usage.  especially for school kids, alone seniors, healthcare, maintenance, social and lone 

workers, or employees working out of standard working hours. The device acts as a solution to 

track and collect data on users' actions over the activity period. Up to 1200mAh battery, high-

quality two-way communication for calls and emergencies, 3 programmable buttons, intelligent 

movement detection and reports, RFID(Optional) assure it meets market demand.

Teenagers/School Kids

Solo Travelers / Explorers

Outdoor Alone Workers
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APPLICATION SCENARIOS

MAIN FEATURES

Common cellphone plays an important role for seniors' 

entertainment and communication, while sometimes, it 

is not that helpful as a senior GPS phone, which can 

report location and two-way communication, the most 

part, a name card with health status and caregiver’s 

information, and long standby during. A one-time 

charge could stand up to 7 days, users no need to worry 

about losing connections.

School student attendance management

Too many student accidents happened every day 

around every corner of the world. How to manage their 

safety and in-time attendance is always a big issue for 

educational institutions and families. LCP10 helps these 

parties easily with RFID card built-in case, multiple GPS 

location reporting modes, two-way communication, 6 

programmable buttons, and so on. It is not only a 

student's name card, but also a safeguard!

If you’re a solo traveler, safety is one of your top 

concerns, especially when heading somewhere 

unfamiliar. Prepare a LCP10 with you before traveling, 

your trip will be more guarantee and back supported. 

LCP10 is mini and only weights 65g, but its battery last 

up to 7 days(depending on working mode) and 3 SOS 

buttons for quick dialing and communication. With such 

a good company, you are not alone.

Outdoor workers on construction, train track patrol, 

tower monitor etc.,  how to keep them in touch when 

facing emergency events or safety issue is always a top 

priority. Wearing a LCP10 helps them solving problems 

such as: real-time location reporting for locating, two-

way communications, working time monitoring and 

working zones tracking. It guarantees worker’s 

connection and fast response for accidents or 

emergencies.
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4G LTE CAT 1 Type C Charging Port Voice on Power Balance

GPS+BD+WIFI+LBS Location Big Capacity Battery Porch

SOS Emergency Button 2.4G/13.56M RFID Voice on Time
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